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Back Story is a common sense guide to ending muscle tension, while managing destructive

negative emotions, which will allow readers to break their chronic pain loop, and let their

healing begin.- Helps heal back pain, neck pain, shoulder pain, and sciatica- Techniques are

safe, simple and effective- Detailed exercises to reduce negative emotions- Methods to reduce

physical tension- Clearly describes connection between back pain and the mind- What we

create - we can cure.For two decades, the author suffered from chronic back pain. She

consulted doctors, endured X-rays and MRIs, went to physical therapy, and saw chiropractors

over and over again. She visited acupuncturists and sports medicine practitioners. She took up

yoga, bought ergonomic chairs and mattresses, but the result was always the same--continued

pain and suffering.Millions of people live with chronic back, shoulder, and muscle pain despite

the best efforts of the medical community. Yet today, her pain is gone. Not just under control--

completely cured.The author achieved this near-miraculous feat through mind-body synergy,

the powerful interaction between physical health and the brain. After learning of the connection

between emotional stress and physical ailments, Obermark developed a simple, noninvasive

method for curing chronic musculoskeletal pain--no doctors or physical therapists

required.Back Story reveals her simple solution to the back pain she endured for so many

years, shared in the hope that others will be freed from their chronic pain. Of course, each case

is different; but don't you owe it to yourself to try? Because everyone deserves a chance at a

pain-free life.
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Julie Drucker, “If you have musculoskeletal pain of any kind I think that the exercises in this

book can be very helpful in relieving the pain a. This is a helpful book for anyone who suffers

from unrelenting pain, whether it be in their back or elsewhere. I suffer from nerve pain in my

left leg that stretches into the lower left side of my back and even though the exercises can not

get rid of my pain it has significantly helped me to control the level of my pain and the stress

that goes with it. If you have musculoskeletal pain of any kind I think that the exercises in this

book can be very helpful in relieving the pain and the mental exercises are a good way to help

relieve stress. In other words whether you have pain or stress the exercises and helpful insights

from the author can be very helpful in eliminating or reducing pain and stress. The insights

from Sherri Obermark as she writes about her pain and the problems it caused will have the

reader realize that they are not alone in their struggle for relief from their pain. Just follow

Sherri's exercises and you too can find the relief and tranquility you have been searching for!”

Mary Delurey, “Finally a technique that really works!. A fantastic breakthrough! Obermark has

been able to articulate the mind body experience into a tangible and self healing practice. It is

clear that she had endured many years of chronic pain and had clearly exhausted so many

traditional western medicine attempts to correct her chronic pain. Her personal journey to find a

successful method for overcoming her chronic pain is quite extraordinary. The technique is

founded through known research and by her own transformation is clearly a successful

method. The applicability of her technique is very universal and can be applied to many forms

of chronic pain. Kudos to Obermark for sharing this technique as it will surely assist so many

who suffer, and increase the quality of life for all who practice it.”

Peter Cabot, “Self-Healing Can Be The Best Healing. Author Sherri Obermark tells an

inspirational story of her journey from a life of debilitating CLBP, to the joys of a pain-free



existence. She generously shares her self-discoveries and leads us through the techniques

and methods she developed along the way which helped her to bridge the mind-spirit/body

divide that prevents so many from experiencing the relief they crave. With upbeat coaching and

an empowering enthusiasm, she gives hope to all those afflicted by this dreaded affliction.”

carol, “Love Your Body. Mind/Body Medicine is all you need. Saved my life from pain. Feeling

alive once more.”

Bradley Charbonneau, “Sure, she can do it but can I do it, too? Yes.. You know when you read

some miraculous story of someone who did something, well, miraculous? Then you think,

"Yeah, well, it worked for them but would it work for me?"What I really liked about Ms.

Obermark's book was that she said: - I'm not a doctor, - I'm not a guru, - I'm just a regular

person.This gives us hope that we can do what she did.It almost killed me when she described

her pain, how she crawled on the floor, suffered for 20 years, and yet it disappeared 10 days

after she started her healing.What's also so wonderful about this book is that she gives us

simple instructions to do what she did. We don't need to sign up for an expensive course, we

don't need to buy some fancy supplements, and we don't need to follow a 87-step-system for 3

years and eat celery and drink kale smoothies.The bigger takeaway from this book for me is

that it doesn't have to stop with back pain. I think the mind-body connection can heal most

anything we put our, ahem, mind to.I want to thank Ms. Obermark for writing the book. What if

she did all this, healed from her back pain, and only told her husband? We could never know,

our hope might not be as high, and we might still be suffering.If you're suffering from back pain

and are like many who "have tried everything," sit back, relax your muscles,* and read this

book.*That's a bit of an inside joke--you'll get it when you read the book.”

dyiguy, “For the masses who have chronic back pain. Like most people reading this, my back

aches almost all the time. Like the author says, there are numerous hypotheses. Some

plausible, some not. Like the author’s problem, it seems to start with a seemingly unrelated

injury. In her case a fall. For others, it’s a leg muscle sprain or tendon injury that somehow

migrates to back pain due to either the injury or the cure, which almost always involves

inactivity. Add stress and tension that contracts the muscles. Throw in a job that exacerbates

the situation, from a desk-job to a heavy-lifting job, and you have a recipe for “a bad back.”

Obermark covers it all. The key to her recovery was targeted relaxation practices that slowly

reduced the perpetual contraction of back muscles using TMR – total muscle release. The

advice can be a little “new age” with the talk of emotions, yoga, and release, but if you are

suffering without an end in sight, you should be inclined to read and use these techniques.”

Lisa H, “Great healing advice for those struggling with musculoskeletal pain. This book was

chock full of good advice for those struggling with musculoskeletal pain. I appreciated the

author's journey of going to doctors and realizing that they didn't offer any real answers. She

discovered TMR, or Total Muscular Release, from Dr. John Sarno's books that describe how

tension in the body can cause chronic pain.- "Muscle tension is a coping mechanism, which

explains why it continues to cause us pain for long periods of time. When we have stress, and

negative emotions that are not well managed, we may continue to have pain."The author

describes in great detail how to apply TMR to releasing tension and initiating your own

healing.  Highly recommend for anyone suffering with musculoskeletal pain.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 34 people have provided feedback.
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